
Some people think that air travel should grow without a limit, while others believe that governments 
should limit it. Discuss both views and give your own opinion.

Air travel has brought significant changes to our lives in recent years. Although, there remains some 
disagreements as to whether this mode of travel should increase or not, some strongly opine that 
governments have to limit traveling by planes. While this essay considers both viewpoints, I personally 
believe that the benefits of commercial planes outweigh their drawbacks, so there must not be any kind 
of restrictions on air travels.

On the one hand, commercial planes can save passengers’s time up to even 50 per cent. Travelers can 
travel from one continent to another within seven hours, and this is not feasible by any other means of 
transport. Keeping in mind that air travels are much safer than other ways of travel such as roads, 
encourages people to select planes than cars or trains. That new demands for chefs, taxi drivers and 
airport operators to check in passengers is another undeniable advantage that encourages us to travel 
by air.

On the other hand, we do not have to forget about air and noise pollution created by air planes. These 
gigantic vehicles consume a great deal of fuel, and consequently produce a lot of pollution. That is why 
airports are located out of urban areas. One of the reasonable claims of those the ones who ask the 
governments to introduce new laws to limit air flight is the noise and air pollution produced by planes. 
In addition to this, traveling by planes can be considered risky for people’s health. Air pressure and 
humidity is will change during the flights and frequent flyers will face life threatening problems in long 
term.

By the way of conclusion, I once again reaffirm my position that air travels has a positive impact onf 
modern life because of its influence on economy. 


